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'Use on review' 10 I 18 UR

david williams <dawill64@yahoo.com> Oct 9, 2018 7:44 AM
Posted in group: Commission

The sidewalk on Hollywood does not meet ADA requirements. Right of way on Hollywood is disputed. The
application reports 75-85 feet. City engineering takes it about 40 feet while MPC major road plan (2011,2018)
lists ROW as 66 feet. MPC had denied developments in the past that failed to meet minimum requirements.
David Williams  
 
Sent from my iPhone  



Google Groups

concerns regarding Pond Gap

Rondo Johnson <rondosmusic@gmail.com> Sep 28, 2018 5:24 PM
Posted in group: Commission

Hello, 
 
My name is Rondo Johnson. I am a resident of the Pond Gap community. I am writing to express my concerns
on what I have been told is agenda number 10 i18 UR, and to express opposition to the potential rezoning
allowing new apartment units to be built here. 
 
Traffic in this area is already hugely congested and there are already several large complexes nearby. During
the hours of 2:00-4:00 PM during school days, I have extreme difficulty just returning to my place of residence.
As a self-employed contractor with varying daily hours, the inability to just return home presents quite a large
hurdle to my ability to provide necessary income. 
 
I do not oppose affordable housing nor anyone's ability to construct on their own private property. It is possible
that there are other factors in this decision that I may not be aware of, but to the best of my knowledge and
common sense, the added traffic to this area would definitely exacerbate an already-existing problem. I am
open to any reasonable explanations you may have in favor of rezoning. Thank you. 
 
Best, 
Rondo Johnson
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